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 ANGOLA | Trends in Conflict and Cooperation 

 By the end of April, the ongoing electoral registration process reached the mark of four million voters. 
However, as the chair of the Inter-ministerial Commission for the Electoral Process (CIPE) admitted on 17 April, 
torrential rains have seriously affected the process; it has made wide areas inaccessible and has damaged electronic 
and transport equipment, making a possible extension of the registration period an issue to be considered. In absence 
of an election schedule, concerns remain that such a prolongation might bring a further delay of elections announced 
for 2008. 

  From 19-24 March, a mission from the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Parliamentary Forum 
visited four provinces to observe the voter registration process. The mission statement positively assessed stakeholder 
involvement, public funding of the political parties, access to official information and the technical organization, and 
especially acknowledged efforts to increase female participation. The SADC mission also identified excessive 
government control and insufficient “separation of powers between state, government and party” on national, 
provincial and municipal levels. The observers specifically criticized the duplicated organization structure – with the 
governmental body in charge of the voter registration (CIPE) and the National Electoral Commission (CNE) as electoral 
supervising body – as an obstacle to transparency. The mission also questioned the impartiality of the 11-member 
CNE for including judges and 6 members appointed by political parties. The most explicit criticism regards the lack of 
an election schedule: “Keeping the date of elections a secret is not a good practice…as it is viewed as 
disadvantaging opposition political parties”. Beyond this public statement, SADC observers in private concluded that 
the process was one of the most government-controlled they had ever seen. Opposition parties and civil society have 
raised all these points since 2005; some are issues of pending complaints at the Supreme Court. Yet, the Angolan 
government downplayed the SADC mission’s criticism, while the CNE chair and Supreme Court deputy president 
noted that the Court Magistrates Council was deliberating on the role of judges in the electoral institutions. 

  The voter registration process was also assessed in 42 municipalities of 11 provinces by the Electoral Platform 
of Civil Society which expressed overall satisfaction despite logistical and funding constraints to effective monitoring. 
In March and April, apparently less opposition parties voiced complaints on the process to the media. Most of them 
appear to have received their subsidies, which may also be a reason for less activity of many small parties. However, 
since March a new trend has raised confusion, which may hamper the credibility of the process if not addressed. In 
several provinces MPLA members – and to a minor degree opposition parties – have carried out parallel voter 
surveys, listing names, electoral card numbers and party affiliation. MPLA members have reportedly intimidated 
potential opposition voters during these activities. Opposition parties have justified parallel listings with the need to 
comply with the legally established number of registered party members in each province to run for elections. CIPE 
officials have called to abstain from such practices at this stage of the process; yet, no official ban was issued so far.  

  Acts of violence targeting opposition parties – beatings, intimidation, arbitrary detentions and vandalism – 
have continued in the interior of many provinces. Nevertheless, opposition parties acknowledge that agents of the 
National Police and the VIP protection unit have honored their duty in several critical cases. Yet they complain that 
few proceedings were filed against MPLA members, and criminal investigations proceeded too slowly. In a particularly 
serious incident on 2 March, the UNITA premises in Camabatela (Kwanza Norte) were fired at with automatic 
weapons during the party president Isaías Samakuva’s visit. The government, senior MPLA officials and the state 
press downplayed the incident. However, in March and April the Catholic Bishop’s Conference and the Catholic 
Justice, Peace and Migration Commission of Bié issued pastoral letters voicing serious concerns about the prevailing 
political climate of intolerance and “democratic illiteracy “. 

  In Cabinda, the political-military situation remains tense. The Memorandum of Understanding for Peace and 
 Reconciliation (MDE) signed on 1 August 2006 was not concluded by April as originally scheduled (D+266). 

Nevertheless, the official ceremony of the National Peace Day on 4 April was celebrated in Cabinda in presence of the 
Prime Minister “Nandó”, who led a peace march through Cabinda city. The religious ceremony organized on the 
occasion by the Catholic and some protestant churches was met with opposition from the local Catholic clergy and 
many believers. Low-intensity armed conflict between the remaining active FLEC guerrilla and the Angolan Armed 
Forces (FAA) is reportedly continuing in the north. The Angolan government has stepped up efforts to lure Cabindan 
Diaspora members into occupying part of the 35 posts granted to the former guerrilla group. Yet the long awaited 
final appointments hardly seem to be sufficiently consensual to boost the peace process. Bento Bembe, as president 
of the Cabindan Forum for Dialogue (FCD) the signatory of the MDE, has hardly appeared in public anymore. This 
suggests that his credibility has eroded to a point where the government rates his usefulness for the peace process as 
minimal. As a most worrying trend, local journalists have recently come under increased pressure to stop the 
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publication of critical reports. Meanwhile, Sarah Wykes of the British transparency watchdog Global Witness, who 
was arrested in Cabinda in February, could finally leave the country in March. Still, the charges against her were 
neither formalized nor dropped. 

 The overwhelming traffic chaos and general infrastructure breakdown aggravated by the rains has led to 
desperation among an increasing number of residents of Luanda. Private media suggest the MPLA was particularly 
worried about the weak voter registration turnout in the worst hit municipalities, which are traditional bastions of the 
ruling party. Overall, growing frustration fuelled by a further degradation of living conditions in Luanda – undoubtedly 
the crucial battleground for elections – may have begun to cause some uneasiness within the MPLA. The governor of 
Luanda and the powerful head of the National Reconstruction Office and the Presidential Military Office, “Kopelipa”, 
have apparently come under increasing pressure to deliver, since major infrastructure projects appear to be dragging 
on. It seems likely that the president will soon proceed to further reshuffles in order to strengthen control over 
reconstruction projects. Thus, the president in March set up a new inter-ministerial commission to coordinate a series 
of ambitious water and road infrastructure projects in Luanda and in April a relocation program to resettle the 
population residing in areas selected for “social projects”. While housing prices in Luanda are skyrocketing, the NGO 
Network Rede Terra has warned about increasing land conflicts, mainly in Luanda. 

 The African Union, the European Union, Belgium, and the United States continue to be supportive of Angola’s 
stabilizing military role in Africa. Beginning next August, Angola will chair the SADC Defense and Security Committee. 
Nevertheless, from March to April, Angola’s ambitions of regional hegemony and its military power – recently backed 
by a military cooperation accord with China –, have met some opposition. In March, Zimbabwean media reported on 
an alleged plan to deploy 2’500 Angolan riot police to back Mugabe, thus sparking a heated debate that was echoed 
by the British daily Times. The Angolan government downplayed the security cooperation accord signed recently with 
Zimbabwe as being part of a regional police-training program. However, over the last months the Angolan 
government has repeatedly reaffirmed its solidarity with Zimbabwe “in its fight for economic independence”, and 
José Eduardo dos Santos remains Robert Mugabe’s closest friend in southern Africa. In any case, the timing of the 
security accord in mid-March – amidst escalating violence and protests against Mugabe – was not due to dissipate 
concerns. Moreover, several entangled controversial issues have recently overshadowed relations between Angola 
and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). In early March, MONUC and humanitarian agencies reported to 
IRIN that since January 2007, 43’000 Congolese miners and their families had been expelled and many mistreated by 
Angolan soldiers. The diamond-rich border region between Lunda Norte and Bandundu has long been an entry door 
for Congolese miners. In April, the Angolan president created yet another commission to reinforce the fight against 
illegal diamond mining and immigration. However, mass expulsions of miners seem to touch public opinion in both 
countries much less than the dispute over alleged border violations by Angolan security forces in the same area. The 
issue has been smoldering since February and was fuelled by insistent allegations of Angolan military involvement to 
back Kabila in the post-electoral crisis in the DRC. Having become an internal political issue in the DRC, the border 
dispute is likely to surface from time to time, despite bilateral efforts between the two governments, including a high-
level meeting in Kinshasa on March 13 and the deployment of a joint investigation commission. 

 Political tensions are likely to increase during the last phase of the voter registration in Angola. A prolongation 
of the registration period beyond 15 June may be seen as necessary to cope with a series of setbacks due to the rainy 
season. However, despite concerns of MPLA foot-dragging, voices in defense of a definitive election schedule have 
recently been raised also from within the MPLA. Though, mainly the ruling party may be tempted to step up pre-
electoral surveys in order to assess their chances to win absolute majority. This practice could damage the credibility 
of the process if not banned by the electoral authorities. Meanwhile, in the run-up for its second post-Savimbi 
Congress scheduled for 16-20 July, the main opposition party UNITA will be mainly absorbed by internal issues, 
including party finances, the fate of its almost 100’000 demobilized soldiers, the pending case of its 16 antagonizing 
members of parliament and competition between Isaías Samakuva and Abel Chivukuvuku for the party leadership.  

 In Cabinda, in the medium term no major breakthrough towards peace can be expected. With the upcoming 
appointments for the government posts granted to the formal guerilla, one of the last pending tasks of the peace 
process should be accomplished. However, while armed confrontations continue in the interior of the enclave, the 
formal conclusion of the Memorandum of Understanding may become a considerable challenge for the Angolan 
government that has hitherto dismissed insistent suggestions from civil society to review the process. 
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